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Queensland’s new 

Government Precinct 
on the eastern edge of the river 

will be the landmark that defines a new 
portion of the city skyline, and signal the 
southern and western entry to the Brisbane 
CBD.  Such an exceptional location merits an 
outstanding design solution, one that 
celebrates the identity of the rapidly 
developing international status of the region.

With the Registration of Interest now closed, it is time 
to secure the team that will give you the competitive 
edge. This precinct will be driven by international 
innovative design, bold and visionary ideas and a 
fresh new approach that only few can deliver.

This is where we come in: an 
international collaborative 
design powerhouse made up of 
three  outstanding firms: 
Crone Skou, 3XN and JAAA, 
all well known and respected 
des ign  f i rms  wi th  a  

formidable catalogue of 
high profile projects 

across  Australia. 
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Crone Skou is a well known and respected architectural firm 
with a well established reputation of high profile projects across 
Australia. 

3XN is recognised as one of the worlds most innovative design 
firms, with an impressive record of competition wins and 
remarkable buildings. 

JAAA is an internationally acclaimed Danish Landscape and 
Urban Design firm renowned for exceptional master-planning 
work around Europe, Australia and the Middle East.

The powerful CroneSkou+3XN+JAAA 
partnership is the one equipped to deliver on 
this challenge.
 
Our local knowledge and expertise, international out-of-
the-box thinkers and designers, leading environmental 
experts, and industry-forged delivery teams are all 
supported by certified QA and PQC qualifications that put 
us amongst the very few. We are proven experts in large 
scale projects and mixed developments, and have strong 
standing in our relationships with (state) government and 
industry in the region.
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We invite you to 
explore us further, 
to experience our work, to 
see our innovations and 
ideas, and to share in the 
creative excitement and 
vision that fuels us.

Meet our partners here:

We would like to walk 
with you on this journey, 
creating, discovering and 
inventing a place that will 
inspire  generat ions,  
create opportunities and 
set precedents for the 
Brisbane of the future.

www.3xn.dk/en/
www.jaaa.dk

Christian Skou
Director, CS Architects
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